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According to Grand View Research, developing intelligent
systems had a market value of $272 million during 2016 which
is expected to hit $10.2 billion in 2025 [5]; mainly because of
the growth of big data analytics. Big data analytics is
flourishing because of the following: the increase in data
storage capacity, accurate and fast computing power, and the
ability to stream and manage hundreds of billions of complex
datasets [6]. Retail stores are continually improving their
operations through the adoption and application of such
intelligent systems which utilizes big data analytics [7] [8] [9].

Abstract
The long term social, economic and health impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic are still unknown. Retailers should think
about the impact this pandemic will have on the customer
relationship. Another factor that is rigorously influencing the
retail industry is the digital transformation. With the digital
transformation worldwide, coupled with the exponential
growth of the use of big data analytics, retailers can use
intelligent market basket analysis to help in shoring up
customer relationships. This study uses big data analytics to
design and analyze intelligent market basket in one top retailer
in Jordan, "Sameh Mall". It aims to help managers to improve
customer relationship while increasing sales. Customers'
behavioral similarities analysis results in different baskets,
which contain items commonly bought together. Such baskets
are displayed physically in stores and are displayed online as
promotions. This study results are interesting, enabling Sameh
Mall to send recommendations to VIP customers through their
account on the online application; and recommendations for
physical cross promotional or cross merchandising leading to
increases in basket size, increase in sales, as well as increase in
customer satisfaction.

This study aims to shoring up the customer relationship by
designing and analyzing an intelligent system. It utilizes big
data analytics to study the market basket analysis for one of the
top retail series in Jordan, called "Sameh Mall".
The retail industry is one the largest sectors as it provides the
vast majority of required items in one stop shop. Competition
among retailers led to intensive utilization of digitization,
which led to complete transformation of this industry. One
important tool that must be used by retailers is market basket
analysis. Market basket analysis studies purchasing patterns by
grouping items which are frequently bought together. In other
word a customer who buy a certain item is more likely to buy
another item such as coffee and chocolate. Some of these
correlations (similarities) can be easily figured out.
Nevertheless, usually there are huge number of items in retail
stores with hidden correlations; one way to discover this
correlation is using market basket analysis.

Keywords: Intelligent market basket analysis, customized
basket, general basket, smart sales and marketing system.

I. INTRODUCTION
“People like buying in store, even millennials and Gen Z who
have all the apps on their phones, still like to shop in stores”
[1]. This is true even though the long term social, economic and
health impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are still unknown;
still people are willing to go shopping in the physical stores.
Nevertheless, retailers should think about the impact this
pandemic will have on the customer and the customer
relationship [2]. The coronavirus pandemic is forcing the retail
industry to quickly innovate in a race that’s likely to challenge
customer relationships. Because of this pandemic, many
changes has emerged such as shift in the buying process,
changes in the customer experience, and new marketing
approaches were adapting [3]. Utilizing intelligent systems,
retailers can learn a lot from how people shop and react to offers
on store shelves [4]; consequently, these smart systems can
help retailers in shoring up the customer relationship.

Market basket analysis helps managers in understanding their
customers and improving their experience [10] [11]. Marketers
then can infer the profiles of customers in each group and
propose management strategies appropriate to each group [12]
[13]; it is known that retaining customers makes good business
sense and costs less than attracting new ones. According to a
report by Content Marking Institute, 90% of top-performing
B2B content marketers prioritize audiences’ information needs.
Integrated Market Basket Analysis in B2B help in optimization
of campaigns and promotions, increase sales and optimize ROI,
assist in the optimization of in-store operations, increase in the
market share and help in analyzing customers’ behaviors [14].
Different types of models can be constructed for big data
analytics including classification, regression, association and
clustering models [15] - [21]. Big data analytics can also be
used as a tool to provide the retailers with strategies to
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effectively enhance direct marketing and therefore affecting
customer behavior. Big data analytics is used to analyze market
basket. It is defined as a data mining tool used to extract
important information from existing data and enable better
decision making throughout an organization. It identifies the
correlation between the items in large databases; it examines
the buying habits of the customers by identifying the
associations among the items purchased by the customers in
their baskets.

and unplanned purchases, and then how to build a data driven
model that finds the optimal layout of traditional retail store, by
increasing the visibility of "impulse items" and how to optimize
the product placement of items in promotional areas [32].
This study uses big data analytics to analyze and design the
intelligent market basket for one of the top retailer in Jordan,
Sameh Mall. The results guide the managers to adjust their
sales and marketing strategy by designing customized and
general market baskets.

Many retailers use the different data analytics techniques to
achieve their business goals. Among the most well-known of
them is Wal-Mart, which uses Market Basket Analysis to
understand the specific purchasing patterns of their customers,
developing directed targeting of customers for new products, at
a fraction of the cost. In addition to Master Card and Burger
King that use data mining techniques in combination with the
available technology to better understand their customers [22].

II. INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN
II.I Sameh Mall
Sameh Mall is one of the leading retailers in Jordan. It started
as a commercial investment group that started in 2001 as retail
outlets and shopping centers. It widely expanded in 16 years
bringing its branches up to 30 branches and hypermarkets all
around the country. Sameh Mall adopts an integration strategy
to provide all the customer needs in one place by offering
diversity of food products and household items. It provides a
wide variety of items for the end customer such as: groceries,
fresh section, dairy products, appetizers, beverages, personal
care, electronics, home care and frozen food. Sameh Mall also
provide customers with an online shopping experience via
Sameh Mall application; show in Figure 1 .

Prasad and Mourya [23] provided lot of case studies about the
Association rules and the existing data analytics algorithms
usage for market basket analysis. In [24], Uninorms were used
as an alternative measure to aggregate support and confidence
in analyzing market basket data using the UK grocery retail
sector as a case study. Hemalatha [25] used market basket
analysis in Indian retail industries.
Zuo, et al. proposed consumer purchasing behavior method by
utilizing RFID data acquired from individuals in a Japanese
supermarket [26]. They provided a time perspective on
shopping in a certain area instead of the entire grocery store by
conducting a multivariate normality test on the data to find an
optimal solution. Yao , in his research concluded how to set
down the customer-oriented business strategy in supermarket
from the perspective of price, promotion, product, customer
service and human resource management and finishes with
suggestions on how to improve operations within the
supermarket [27]. Yu concluded that store environment will
also influence customer cognitive and emotional evaluations in
a positive way [28]. Tayyar studied the cereal market. Weekly
scanner data from 13 stores of Safeway and 16 stores of Asda
for 22 competing products at individual stores levels were
analyzed using multilevel modeling methods to provide a
complete understanding of this market [29]. Laio et al. used the
Apriori algorithm of association rules, and clustering analysis
based on an ontology-based data mining approach, for mining
customer knowledge from a database. Knowledge extracted
from data mining results is illustrated as knowledge patterns,
rules, and maps in order to propose suggestions and solutions
to Taiwan Adidas for possible product promotion and sport
marketing [30]. Bhargav et al. highlighted that there is a
problem related to Apriori algorithm; it requires a repeated scan
of the entire database of customer transactions to find candidate
sets and to find frequent item- sets. Their work focused on the
use of artificial neural network technique to overcome these
problems. They proposed a single layer feed-forward partially
connected neural network technique, which reduces the time
taken in repeated scanning of the database and also increases
the efficiency of the algorithm [31]. Dorismond investigated
how a retail store layout can influence customers’ decisions
using historical purchase data in order to understand the
customers shopping patterns, and identifying customers’ plan

Figure 1. Sameh Mall mobile application
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Sameh Mall is growing their business rapidly in respond to
strong competition and seeking for a greater market share in
Jordan. They are looking for using big data analytics to help
management take important decisions. For managers at Sameh
Mall, it is critical to know if two customers have similar
shopping behavior; so that they may recommend new items to
those customers. In addition, knowing the items that are usually
bought together is important for both improving layout design
and for deciding on the discounts on certain items; cross
promotions and cross merchandizing. Figure 2 shows layout
design for the physical store of Sameh Mall.

allocated items, which are included in one general
basket, close to each other. Thus, customers will be
happy to find the items that are usually bought together
in the same location; especially under the current
COVID-19 pandemic where customers strive to shorten
their stay time inside the stores.
- Placing items close to each other helps promoting items
that are considered new to the market. For example,
locating a new brand of cereal close to milk will bring
attention of customers to this new brand. This is true
since people tend to buy cereal and milk together; which
results in promoting and increasing the sales of cereal.
- In addition, placing items that are usually bought
together close to each other would remind the customers
about the items that they need to buy.
- To increase the sales of items, retailers place discounts
on certain items. Using big data analytics will discover
correlated items that are included in one general baskets.
Thus instead of placing discounts on all correlated items,
it is enough to place discount on some items; called cross
merchandizing. This is true because customers usually
buy those items together; coffee and chocolate or milk
and cereal. Using this method increases sales while
saving the retail store money that would be lost if
discounts was placed on many items within one general
basket.
- For online shopping, Sameh Mall has website and it has
recently developed an application. Those general
baskets can also be displayed online.
As mentioned earlier studying customers’ behavior results in
identifying customized baskets; the following can be achieved.
- If a customer usually buys a certain item every two
weeks for example, a notification will be sent to that
customer through his/her account on the online
application every two weeks to remind him/her to buy
this item.

Figure 2. Current general baskets at Sameh Mall

- Customers that has similar shopping behavior, have
nearly similar baskets. Sameh Mall sends those
customers recommendations to buy new items. Those
new items are the items found in one customer’s basket
but not the others. Thus increasing the size of the
customized baskets.

II.I System Description
When someone goes shopping, he/she usually buys a number
of items. Those items which are bought together are called a
market basket. This study aims to explore customers’ behavior
such that those customers who have similar baskets are said to
have similar shopping behavior. In addition, the items which
are usually bought together within one basket are said to form
a general basket. In other words, Market basket analysis is a
technique to study the patterns of customers’ purchasing
(buying habits of the customers) by identifying the similarities
(correlation) among the items purchased by the customers in
their baskets. Market basket analysis helps managers in
understanding their customers and improving their experience.

- The results of market basket analysis are totally
dependent on seasons and time and it needs to be
performed repeatedly. This would promote the idea that
Sameh Mall takes care of its customers by being close to
them all the time; which would increase customers’
satisfaction.

III. INTELLIGENT MARKET BASKET ANALYSIS
This study adopts a process that involves the following main
decision steps for analyzing the market basket.

When identifying general baskets, the following can be
achieved:

1-Retrieve data from the ERP system: studying customers’
behavior needs data about items that a customer buys. This

- The layout design of the physical store can be revised to
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

information is found in invoices. Invoices are stored in the ERP
system for Sameh Mall. The accounting module has the
invoices which has rich data about the different transactions
such as:

o COMP_ID: company identification.
o BRANCH_ID: Branch identification.
o BRANCH_DESC_A: branch description

(branch

location).

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

RECEIPT_NO: receipt number.
PHONE: Customers phone number.
TERMINAL_NO: Terminal number (cash number).

ITM_PART: Sub sub sub category number.
ITM_A_DESC: Sub sub sub category description.
SUPDEPT_NO: General category number.
DESC_A: General category description.
ITM_SUB_CAT2: Sub category number.
SUB2_DESC_A: Sub category description.
ITM_SUB_CAT3: Sub sub category number.
SUB3_DESC_A: Sub sub category description.
ITM_GROUP_CODE: Items are divided into groups such
as beauty, biscuits and detergents.

o QTY: Defined quantity for the pack ( -1 means that this

TRANS_DATE: transaction date.

item is returned).

TRANS_TIME: Transaction time.

o AMT: Payment amount.

ITM_NO: Item number.
ITM_EQUIVELENT_QTY: Quantity of equivalent item.
PAYMENT: Payment method (cash, visa).

Table 1. Dataset “dataset.csv” contains data from the invoices taken from the ERP system in Sameh Mall.
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The main data needed for this study is displayed in Table 1,
which contains part of the data found in invoices. Table 1
displays a sample of the dataset used in this study.

-The Customer identification number is his/her unique phone
number; it is saved in the ERP system. But for the
confidentiality purposes, the ID is coded.

2-Similarity indices evaluation: using data in Table 1,
similarity indexes can be calculated. The similarity indexes
represent the correlation between two customers or correlation
between two items. Several methods have been proposed to
calculate similarity indexes. The proposed solution uses cosine
similarity indexes; which are calculated for each pair of
customers and for each pair of items.

III.I.II Data cleaning
-Table 1 which contains the raw data has some negative
numbers. These numbers are errors in data entry or they are
some bugs in the system; thus they need to be eliminated from
the dataset. In addition, some data points are not available NaN;
those are also eliminated.

3-Based on the analysis of the similarity indexes, both sales and
marketing departments at Sameh Mall can build important
strategic decisions.

-If an invoice includes an item that is (are) repeated more than
once, only just one record will be kept. In this study, the
similarity or correlation between items is considered regardless
of their quantity.

4-Location assignment: based on the cosine similarity between
items, decisions about relocation of items can be taken.
The four decision steps mentioned above belong to a
hierarchical process that involves several steps. the results of
each step depends on the quality of the input data. For example,
how effective the decision making process is depends on the
quality and significance of the similarity index adopted, whose
values must be evaluated correctly.

III.I.III Data visualization
-Data about CustomerID and StockCode that is listed in Table
1 is transform into a matrix inm, equation (1), that contains
CustomerID in the rows and StockCode in the columns. The
entries for this matrix are 0 or 1 depending on the fact that the
customer bough this item or not.
𝑎11 𝑎12 … 𝑎1𝑛
𝑎21 𝑎22 … 𝑎1𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑚 = [ ⋮
] … (1)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑚1 𝑎𝑚2 𝑎𝑚3 … 𝑎𝑚𝑛

III.I Big Data Analytics
This section introduces the big data analytics mechanism used
to deal with the market basket analysis problem. The data
analytic mechanism used in this study involves the following
four main stages; shown in Figure 3.

Where m is total number of customers in this dataset, and n is
total number of stock items
Data
collection

III.I.IV Data analysis
Big data analytics includes calculating cosine similarity.
Cosine similarity presents the Euclidean L2-normalized dot
product of vectors. For customer1 and customer2 their cosine
similarity is defined as:

Data cleaning

Data
visualization

customer1 = [𝑎11 𝑎12 ⋯ 𝑎1𝑛 ] … (2)
Data Analysis

customer2 = [𝑎21 𝑎22 ⋯ 𝑎2𝑛 ] … (3)
Figure 3. General steps in big data analytics
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑆𝑖𝑚 =

III.I.I Data collection
The invoices contain the items that has be bought by a certain
customer. As depicted in Table 1, the dataset contains a unique
ID for each invoice (InvoiceNo); each invoice includes a basket
that contains certain items (StockCode). In addition, the dataset
contains a unique ID for each customer (CustomerID)

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎1𝑛 𝑎2𝑛
2
2
√∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎1𝑛
√∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎2𝑛

… (4)

Details about big data analytics is presented in the next section.

IV. SOLUTION ILLUSTRATION

-Only the customers who are VIP are taken into consideration
since they always buy from Sameh Mall

This section presents big data analytics of the market basket
using an illustrative example.
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As mentioned above data is summarized into a matrix called
inm; as shown in Table 2

Table 3. Pairwise cosine similarity indexes between two
customers
CustomerID

CustomerIDs are located in rows: 1,2,3,4,5. Stock codes are in
the columns: 201, 202, 203 and 204.

CustomerID

1

1

1

2

3

0.666667 0.57735

2

0.666667

1

Table 2. Illustrative example

3

0.57735

0.57735

StockCode

4

CustomerID

201

202

203

204

1

1

0

1

1

2

1

1

1

0

3

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

1

1

5

0

1

0

1

1

5

4

5

1

0.408248

0.57735 0.666667 0.408248
1

0.57735

0

1

0.408248

0.408248

1

0.666667 0.57735

0.408248 0.408248

0

Customers who has nearly similar baskets as customer1, for
example, can be found by sorting column one in Table 3

Table 4. Customers that have baskets nearly similar
to customer1 basket

In vector form
Customer1 = [1 0 1 1]
Customer2 = [1 1 1 0]

Recall the similarity index formula in equation (4), the
following calculations are needed:

CustomerID

Similarity index

Customer4

1

Customer2

0.666667

Customer3

0.57735

Customer5

0.408248

The following conclusions can be drawn form Table 4
1Since customer1 and customer4 has same baskets,
their shopping behavior will be monitored so that any changes
that may create differences in their baskets in the future can be
recorded. This will help the marketing department to send
promotions to these customers.

𝑛

∑ 𝑎1𝑖 𝑎2𝑖 = 1 ∗ 1 + 0 ∗ 1 + 1 ∗ 1 + 1 ∗ 0 = 2
𝑖=1
𝑛

2Customer2 basket is nearly 66.67% similar to
customer1’s basket. When investigating the baskets of both
customers, the different items in the baskets can be found. This
can help the marketing department to recommend new items
for both customers

√∑ 𝑎𝑖2 = 12 + 02 + 12 + 12 = 3
𝑖=1

𝑛

√∑ 𝑏𝑖2 = 12 + 12 + 12 + 02 = 3

Table 5. Mapping of the stock code for the items in the
basket for customer1 and customer2

𝑖=1

Stock Code

201

202

203

204

Stock
description

Indomie
fried
noodles

Matrix
orange
juice
200ml

Orange
type 1

The output is a square matrix m x m, shown in Table 3 that
displays the similarity between each pair of customers.
The following observations can be concluded from Table 3:

Citrus
detergent,
1 Liter

Customer1
basket

1

0

1

1

- The numbers in the diagonal are all 1’s since the similarity
between one customer and him/her self is 100%

Customer2
basket

1

1

1

0

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑆𝑖𝑚 =
= 0.6667
3∗3

- Customer1 and customer4 baskets are the same, thus their
similarity index is 1

3Table 5 shows the mapping of the stock code for the
items in the basket for customer1 and customer2. The items that
are not found in customer1 basket but are found in customer2
basket which is “indomie fried noodles” can be recommended

- Customer3 and customer5 has totally different basket, thus
their similarity is 0.
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to customer1. Likewise, orange type 1 can be recommended to
customer2

203. Thus they need to be included within the same general
basket, and then they need to be located close to each other in
the physical stores. The management need to decide how close
those items to each other since StockCode 201 is a detergent
and StockCode 203 is a canned food. In addition, they need to
be displayed in one general basket when promoted on the online
application.

The information about items that are usually bought together
within the same invoice can be used to redesign the layout of
the physical store. This will save time for customers who
usually need to pick items, pay for them, and leave as soon as
possible; to minimize the chance of coming in contact with
many people and then being infected by COVID-19. This is
one face of the coin. The other face, especially for the highly
correlated items, some items with high demand can be located
far apart. Locating them far apart enforces the customer to walk
through the aisles looking for the other item.

Table 7. Items that can be included in one general basket
with StockCode 201

To continue with the previous example, the cosine similarity
indexes can be calculated between stock items as shown in
Table 6
Table 6. Pairwise cosine similarity indexes between two
items
StockCode

201

202

203

204

201

1

0.408248

0.866025

0.666667

202

0.408248

1

0.353553

0.408248

203

0.866025

0.353553

1

0.57735

204

0.666667

0.408248

0.57735

1

StockCode

Item description

Similarity index

203

Matrix orange juice
200ml

0.866025

204

Orange type 1

0.666667

202

Indomie fried noodles

0.408248

V. CASE STUDY: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Every business model is unique in the sales and marketing
strategy. Sameh Mall cooperated by sharing the data about their
market baskets and allowing thorough discussions with
different resources within the company including IT
department, sales and marketing department, and logistics
department. The steps followed to apply big data analytics in
this study is displayed in Figure 4. The steps are summarized in
the following sections.

Sorting column 1 in Table 7 , results in emphasizing that there
is a strong correlation between SockCode 201 and SockCode

Data summery

computing items
customer A bought

compute items
customer B bought

Statistics on
numerical columns

Sort customers most
similar to customer A

Compute items A
bought but B didn't

Relocate correlated
items. creating
general baskets

Remove cancelled

Relabel columns and
rows to customer ID

Recommend items to
customer B
(customized basket
for customer B)

Get top items similar
to any random item

Drop null data

compute pairwise
cosine similarities
between customers

Compute items B
bought but A didn't

Relabel columns and
rows as item ID

Create metric of
customer ID, items
and quantity

Change Non to zeros
and values to 1

Recommend items to
customer A
(customized basket
for customer B)

Transport item ID
metric

Figure 4. Steps followed in this study to apply big data analytics to study the intelligent market basket in Sameh Mall
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V.I Generating customized market baskets
import pandas as pd

For the purpose of this study, the dataset is built using the
information taken from the invoices that are saved in the
accounting module within the ERP system in Sameh Mall. The
dataset “dataset.csv” contains 135,290 record. Table 1 shows
part of the dataset. All personal information such as customers’
phone number were coded. The table shows the following
features: invoices No, stock codes, quantity, unit price and
customer ID (coded phone number).

df = pd.read_csv("C:\\dataset.csv", encoding = 'ISO-8859-1')

Collected data in the dataset were statistically analyzed mainly
to study the different statistics such as the maximum, minimum
and average values; shown in Table 8

The market basket is analyzed using Python [33]; a high level
programming language that hosts many third party modules.
The dataset is imported as a dataframe using pandas module.

# Statistics on the numeric columns
df.describe()

Table 8. statistics about the different values contained in the dataset

# Number of records and shape after dropping missing values

Table 1 and Table 8 shows that there are some data points
which are considered to be outliers; which may cause shifting
in the results. And then they need to be eliminated from the
dataset before starting the market basket analysis. Some of
these data points are negative values for “Quantity” and
“UnitPrice”, such records represent items that are returned or
cancelled; and then they need to be eliminated. In addition,
some records have empty data points. Those records need to be
eliminated as well. If an invoice includes an item that is (are)
repeated more than once, only just one record will be kept. In
this study, the similarity between items is considered regardless
of their quantity.

df.shape
Out:(131118, 8)

The number of records has dropped to 131118 after removing
the negative and/or missing values.

Create a matrix that contains the customer IDs as the index, and
each stock code as a column. Use the pivot function to use the
CustomerID as the index and use the StockCode as columns.

# Removing cancelled orders (shown as negative values in
Quantity or unit price)

customer_item_matrix = df.pivot_table(index='CustomerID',
columns='StockCode', values='Quantity',aggfunc='sum')

df = df.loc[df['Quantity'] > 0]
df = df.loc[df['UnitPrice'] > 0]

As mentioned earlier, the quantity of each item bought by a
customer in each invoice is not important. Thus, if the invoice
contains a certain item (the shopping basket contains an item),
the value will be 1; otherwise, it will be 0. As show in Table 9

df.loc[df['CustomerID'].isna()].head()
df = df.dropna(subset=['CustomerID'])

customer_item_matrix
=
customer_item_matrix.applymap(lambda x: 1 if x > 0 else 0)
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customer_item_matrix.head()# displays the first five records

user_user_sim_matrix.loc[65693391].sort_values(ascending
=False)

Table 9. customerID in rows and stock code in columns

Out:
CustomerID
65693391

1.000000

798104708

0.471405

797921588

0.408248

777952682

0.384900

770779775

0.384900

...

The number of unique customerID in the dataset is 5624. Since
these customrs’ phone number is saved in the ERP system of
Sameh Mall, they are considered VIP customers. The number
of unique stock items that are included in this dataset is 8940.
As show in the following output:

796233233

0.000000

796232125

0.000000

796230951

0.000000

customer_item_matrix.shape

796230939

0.000000

Out:(5624, 8940)

795736819

0.000000

Name: 65693391, Length: 5624, dtype: float64
Cosine similarity index is calculated to figure out customers
that have similar baskets. Thus, the cosine similarity function
from sklearn is used to compute the pairwise index. Rows and
columns were relabeled to customer ID to observe relationship
between customers as shown in Table 10 .

The customer that have the most similar shopping behavior to
the customerID 65693391 is the customer with ID 798104708.
Thus the sales and marketing department looks in the baskets
of the two customers and recommend to them to buy the items
that are different between the two baskets. Using python, the
following code will find the items that are different between the
two baskets; and then the items that should be recommended to
the two customers; shown in Table 11 and Table 12.

#from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import cosine_similarity
user_user_sim_matrix
pd.DataFrame(cosine_similarity(customer_item_matrix))

=

user_user_sim_matrix

items_bought_by_65693391 =
set(customer_item_matrix.loc[65693391].iloc[customer_item_matrix
.loc[65693391].to_numpy().nonzero()].index)

The matrix should be square. Its size equals the number of
customers (5624); use python to check the shape of the matrix

items_bought_by_798104708 =
set(customer_item_matrix.loc[798104708].iloc[customer_item_matri
x.loc[798104708].to_numpy().nonzero()].index)

user_user_sim_matrix.shape
Out:(5624, 5624)

items_to_recommend_to_798104708 = items_bought_by_65693391
- items_bought_by_798104708
items_to_recommend_to_65693391 = items_bought_by_798104708
- items_bought_by_65693391

Table 10. Cosine similarity indexes between two customers

Table 11. Items Recommended for
Customer ID 798104708

The sales and marketing department at Sameh Mall uses the
information in Table 10 to build the customized baskets for the
VIP customers. First, the information about most similar pair
of customers are extracted. Using python, the following code is
used to display the ranking of customers that are similar to
customer with ID: 65693391
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StockCode

Description

285205

Stain remover

159057

Orange Fruit

288340

Pan

191397

Fresh Meat

270103

Indomi Soup

283976

Orange Juice
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on how to adjust their strategies to create an environment that
attracts customers and influence their behavior.

Table 12. Items Recommended for
Customer 65693391
StockCode

Description

288071

Facial tissue Fine

Table 13. General Basket Recommendation

159483

Tuna Cans

Stock Code

Description

288871

Sugar

253250

Nuts

227650

Black Pepper

285045

Cheese

253250

Nuts

146913

Chips

272920

Honey

1811

Smoked Tuna

268362

Chicken Breast

21154

Body Lotion

288719

Glass Plates

V.II Generating genral market baskets

266501

Babies Shampoo

In the current situation, with COVID-19 pandemic, even
though customers like to go physically to the Sameh Mall to
buy items, they would like to find items that they usually buy
together (called general basket) close to each other. Thus the
layout design should be revised. In this way, customers will
find items that they are looking for in one place. This will
minimize the chance that they need to explore the entire store
looking for certain items, and then come into contact with many
people in the store. In addition, the presence of a general basket
where items that are frequently bought together are placed in
one location, reminds the customers with the complement items
that they need to buy; which enlarges the market basket size for
both customers and then increase sales. Furthermore, as
mentioned earlier, general baskets also increases sales of items
that are new to the market and also saves the retailer money by
guiding the process of cross merchandizing.

276619

Grilled Turkey Roll

Thus customized basket for each customer is created. Using
this method Sameh Mall will be able to create a basket for each
customer based on their behavior.These items shown in Table
11 and Table 12 are sent as recommendation to the customers’
account on the online application; which enlarges the market
basket size for both customers and then increase sales.

VI. CONCLUSION
This study presents an intelligent market basket analysis using
big data analytics. It is applied in Sameh Mall, a top retail store
in Jordan. It presents recommendation for the management to
adjust marketing, sales and layout design strategy to cope up
with the explosion in the digitization revolution and to account
for the negative effects of COVID-19 pandemic. Big data
analytics utilizes cosine-similarity indexes to find correlations.
Customized baskets are generated based on customers’
shopping behavior; when calculating similarity index between
customers. General baskets are generated based on correlation
between stock items which are usually bought together; within
same basket. Both physical and online merchandizing is
adjusted; where customized marketing which targets VIP
customers is recommended. This gives customers a more
satisfying experience in shopping at Sameh Mall because, they
easily find items; which enlarges the market basket size and
then increases sales.

A general basket can be generated using the stockCode as a
pivot instead of customer ID. The resulting matrix is a square
matrix of size 8940 x 8940 ; 8940 is the number of stock items
in the dataset.
Using similar analysis as above, the items that are usually
bought together can be included in one general basket.Table 13
shows a list of nine items that are correlated to stockCode
253250 (item description is Nuts). Thus Sameh Mall displays
those items close to each other. Note that this list has food
(cheese, chips, … ) and it has chemicals (body lotion, babies
shampoo). The management should decide on layout design;
they need to decide on how close these items to each other. This
will give customers a more satisfying experience in shopping
at Sameh Mall because, they will find their items easily. It is
important to notice that market basket analysis is totally
dependent on seasons and time; thus the previous analysis need
to be performed frequently. This would enable the updating of
recommendations about both the customized and the general
market baskets; increasing customer satisfaction. Finally, this
study put forward managerial implications for retail companies

In this study, the association between items is considered
regardless of their quantity. Further study could be conducted
to include the quantity of each item. In addition, future research
should aim to include different measures related customer stay
time, distance moved, storage capacity, etc. this can help
improve understanding of in-store behavior which is one
important factor impacting customers’ shopping behavior.
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